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Gabriel Edvy BFE Editor

Kit Avid, Premiere, Final Cut Pro

Education Bachelor of Arts - Directing and Editing (split major), Columbia College, Chicago

Factual Entertainment

Rewind The 90’s Nutopia National Geographic

60 min Factual Entertainment
Archive series looking at key moments in the 1990’s pop culture, including the most memorable moments, gadgets,
toys, streetwear.

The Big Interiors Battle Remarkable Channel 4

60 min Factual Entertainment
Contestants are assigned an empty apartment within Eyewitness Works in the heart of Sheffield to showcase their
unique design talent. The hopefuls are judged on their performance in a series of design challenges and skills within
the apartment and elsewhere. The winner of the competition will become the owner of their very own two-bedroom
loft apartment at Eyewitness Works.

Craft Your Own Christmas Optomen BBC One

60 min Factual Entertainment
Christmas Special which sees Stacey Solomon offering tips on how to make homemade gifts and decorations. She
will be joined by friends and family as she shares tips and hacks galore for a homemade holiday before converting a
barn next to her Pickle Cottage home into a Christmas grotto to host a party for local heroes.

Jose Andres and Family in Spain Nutopia Discovery+

60 min Factual Entertainment, Lead Editor
Follow the journey of José Andrés, the famous chef and humanitarian, and his three daughters as they travel across
Spain to explore its rich culinary heritage. From Barcelona to Andalusia, Valencia to the Canary Islands, and even
Asturias, where José was born and raised, the series is a gastronomic adventure and celebration of fatherhood like
no other!
Nominated for Outstanding Culinary Series at Daytime Emmy, 2023

Nominated for Best Culinary Series and Best Travel/Adventure Show at the Critics Choice Awards 2023
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999: On the Frontline, Series 6 and 7 Curve Media All4

60 min Factual Entertainment
Filmed simultaneously with ambulance crews across the West Midlands, this series shows in real time the range of
cases paramedics attend to.

For The Love of Kitchens Betty TV Magnolia

Factual Entertainment
For The Love of Kitchens is a series for a new Discovery Channel called Magnolia (re-launch of the DIY channel). It
follows a Bespoke British kitchen company called deVOL and their customers design/installation of a new kitchen.

George Clarke’s Old House, New Home Amazing Productions Channel 4

60 min Entertainment
Architect George Clarke gets under the skins of homes with history, unlocking their potential by creating stylish
solutions fit for 21st century living. From Art Deco bungalows to Victorian terraces, seaside flats to country
farmhouses, each programme tackles two very different projects with astonishing transformations.

Ambulance: Code Red Curve Media Channel 5

60 min Factual Entertainment
This series follows specialist emergency response teams on their most extreme medical call outs, embedded with
the Critical Care and Air Ambulance Response cars.

Greatest Ever Celebrity Windups Crackit Productions Channel 5

60 min Entertainment
Celebrating the best pranks between UK celebs, with first-hand accounts from the brains behind the pranks and the
unfortunate stars who were at the receiving end.

Gordon, Gino and Fred: Studio Ramsay ITV

Christmas Road Trip, Three Unwise Men
60 min Entertainment
After their hilarious European adventures Gordon, Gino and Fred are in the desert, searching for the spirit of the
festive season in Morocco… a land of snakes, saffron… and camels! They find themselves on the back of three
camels in the middle of the Agafay desert but Three Wise Men they are not. They’re searching out the hospitality of
a local Arabic desert dwelling family who will show them the delights of eating their mutton nose to tail.

An Island Prison Amazing Productions ITV

4 x 60 min Entertainment
Editor and Music Consultant on 4 episodes of this 6 part series focusing on the residents of Jurby Prison on the Isle
of Man. TX summer 2019.
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Gordon, Gino and Fred: The Ultimate Road Trip, Series 2 Studio Ramsay ITV

60 min Entertainment
After the success of series one, Gordon, Gino and Fred are back for another epic road trip. Series 2 sees the trio
head to America, where we can expect plenty of practical jokes - especially as all 3 are outside their comfort zones in
a different country.
Best Features Nominee At BAFTA TV Award, 2019

Formatted Popular Factual Nominee at RTS Television Award, 2019

The Great Travel Hack Carnage Films YouTube

12 min Webseries
Kaley Cuoco introduces an epic new challenge. Two teams compete in a road trip across the USA where the lowest
CO2 emissions wins. Made for Shell.

Gordon, Gino and Fred: The Ultimate Road Trip Studio Ramsay ITV

60 min Entertainment. Additional Editor
Three big egos, one small van. Gordon, Gino and Fred pack up their camper van once again and head off on a
European adventure, but this time it’s personal as each episode takes us on a tour of their cherished homelands,
each of them with a special occasion to prepare for. With three countries, three weeks and three coqs au vin in
close confinement what could possibly go wrong?

Great British Garden Challenge Crackit Productions Channel 5

60 min Entertainment
Competition series where eight teams battle it out to be named Great Garden Challenge champion and have the
chance to exhibit at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Garden Wisley.

Tattoo Fixers on Holiday Studio Lambert E4

60 min Entertainment. Additional Editor
The tattoo artists set up their pop-up shop in the sunny Mediterranean for the summer season to tackle
holidaymakers' legendary tattoo disasters.

Tattoo Chaos: Kavos Five Channel 5

60 min Factual Entertainment
Series on the crazy drunken antics of young people in the resort town of Kavos and the tattoos they go home with.

Young and Married Mentorn MTV

2 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
This series tells the story of young people who have fallen in love and chosen to spend their life together. MTV
documents their lives and challenges of commitment at such a young age with honesty, authenticity and respect.
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Love Your Garden Spun Gold ITV

50 min Entertainment
Alan Titchmarsh and his team travel around Britain carrying out surprise garden transformations for the richly
deserving. Combining advice and inspirational hints and tips with incredible human interest stories.

What Happened Last Night? Mentorn MTV

60 min Factual Entertainment
Fast-paced one-hour pilot made for MTV. This involved working closely with execs and MTV development teams to
craft a new format program.

Come Dance With Me Tigerlily Films BBC

Entertainment, Editor and Post Producer
Six part series about dance today, made by Tigerlily Films in conjunction with the BBC, The Space and Dance East.

Saturday Kitchen Cactus TV BBC1

Various - Factual Entertainment
Editing VTs, inserts and handling tape lay off for this popular BBC cooking program.

Escape to the Country Talkback Thames BBC1, BBC2

44 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Property show, in which presenters help people find their dream homes in the country, and features VTs about the
activities and attractions of the counties.
In addition to editing 44 episodes, Gabriel also sourced music, wrote scripts, and graded.

The One Show BBC Studio Tropical & Live BBC 1

Various - Factual Entertainment
Daily topical program, Online/creative editor on this daily topical program, cutting VTs, teases, inserts, etc., including
cutting an interview with HRH Prince Charles. Editing, grading, sound mix and digi-beta layoff for broadcast.

Documentary

The 90's: The Last Great Decade? Nutopia National Geographic

60 min Documentary
10-part nostalgia-filled series that revisits the greatest moments from America’s decade of sex and scandal. The
series focuses on the most memorable moments including fast food, toys, commercials, gadgets and fashion of the
90s from the people who lived it and hear stories you've never heard before.
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Paddington Station 24/7, Series 3 Potato Channel 5

5 x 60 min Documentary
The series follows railway workers on the Great Western Mainline as they deal with the biggest modernisation of the
line for generations, major incidents which are causing disruption on the railway, huge sporting events, as well as
the day-to-day challenges of running one of Britain’s busiest stations.

Hurricane Hell ITN productions Discovery
60 min Documentary
Fast Turn around edit on this program about Hurricanes Irma and Harvey.

Pedigree Chums Darlow Smithson Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Heart-warming and humorous series discovering what happens to our precious pooches during their action-packed
stay at doggy day school.

Space Dealers Wag TV Discovery

60 min Factual Documentary
Specialist factual series where three leading dealers of space artefacts trawl North America for the best of the best
to sell to their wealthy clients.

Nelly the Snakeskin Woman Transparent TV Channel 5

60 min Documentary
A film following Nelly, the oldest survivor of Harlequin Ichthyosis, a rare skin condition making her 1 in 3 million.

Everest Rescue Betty TV Discovery

60 min Documentary
Journeying to the tops of the treacherous Everest Himalayan Mountains, highlighting the work of a rare breed of
pilots who put their lives on the line to save those facing certain death.

Our Dancing Town Twenty Twenty BBC2

60 min Documentary, Finishing Editor
3 northern towns are convinced to participate in complex dancing choreography.

The KAWS Effect Swan Films Sky

30 min Documentary, Finishing Editor
Film about the underground artist KAWS uncovering the impact of the digital revolution on his art, fame and life.
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Gold Rush Raw TV Discovery

60 min Observational Documentary
Popular series following a group of unemployed men from Oregon who have set out for Alaska in search of gold.

Webcam Boys BBC BBC3

60 min Observational Documentary
Their cam sex shows bring home big bucks for the Webcam Boys - but does selling a fantasy on screen have a flip
side?
Director: Mobeen Azhar

Baby Faced Brides Crackit Channel 5

60 min Documentary
Series following very young teenage couples getting ready to marry.

First Heartbeat October Films Discovery, TLC

60 min Documentary
First Heartbeat tracks a British couple’s struggle to have a healthy baby following several miscarriages.
Director: Lisa Francesca Nand

Don’t Mess With Me Alchemy TV BBC1

60 min Documentary
Documentary series about efforts to solve the problem of littering in Britain. Margaret Mountford sets out to
discover what it would take to keep our country clean.

The Great Pottery Throwdown Love Productions BBC2

60 min Documentary, Finishing Editor
Ten home potters from around the country head to the home of pottery; Stoke-on-Trent, in quest to become Top
Potter.

Confucius Lion TV Chinese TV, Arte

60 min Factual Entertainment
This documentary explores the life and legacy of the philosopher, who lived in the 5th century BC.Finishing Editor

10,000 BC The Garden Productions Channel 5

60 min Documentary Finishing Editor
Twenty modern day Brits try to survive two months in the wilderness.
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World’s Weirdest Homes Voltage TV Channel 4

60 min Documentary Finishing Editor
Charlie Luxton presents the world's 20 weirdest, most fascinating and jaw-dropping homes.

Ladyboys Redback Productions Sky Living

60 min Documentary
Episode 1 of Series 3. Ladyboys explores the secret and strange world of Thailand's "third gender". Follow a handful
of Ladyboys through their struggles and successes in the corners of Thailand's forbidden nightlife and social scene.
Find out who their lovers are, what their families think, and what secrets they hold for making it as an outcast in a
tightly wound culture.

Saints and Scroungers Flame TV BBC1

30 min Documentary, Finishing Editor
Series following fraud officers as they bust the benefits of thieves stealing millions of pounds every year, while
charities and councils track down people who actually deserve government help.

Who’d Want to Be a Billionaire Thinking Violets Sky Living

60 min Documentary
The documentary follows various aspects of Billionaires from across the globe and delves deep to bring viewers a
taste of the lifestyles and challenges the ultra-high net worth individuals face.

Watchdog BBC BBC1

60 min Documentary
Consumer Investigative journalism focused on investigating complaints and concerns made by viewers and
consumers over problematic experiences with traders, retailers and other companies around the UK, over customer
services, products, security, and possible fraudulent and criminal behaviour.

Auf Wiedersehen, My Pet Shine TV ITV

60 min Documentary
Series follows pet owners who have to make the tough decision to give up their much loved animals as they are
matched with a trio of potential new owners, all desperate to offer the pet a loving new home. Fast turn around –
one episode edited in 2 weeks.

9 Months Later Spun Gold Sky Living

60 min Documentary
Sole editor on 5 of 6 episodes. This observational documentary follows 5 couples new to parenthood, through the
first 6 months of their babies’ lives.
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Red, Hot and Yummy SharpJack Food Network

8 x 30 min Documentary
Red, Hot and Yummy is a new series starring chef Nicola Smith. The observational documentary series will showcase
the world of high-end catering through the eyes of Smith, and will mark the first television project for the British
caterer.

What You Didn’t Know About the West Brook Lapping CCTV

60 min Documentary
Series featuring China’s media theorist Hugo de Burgh unpicking some of the myths about the Western culture.
Supplemental editing.

The Batman Shootings Mentorn BBC3

60 min Documentary
The first documentary on the USA gun massacre that took place on 20th July during a cinema screening of ‘The Dark
Knight Rises’. Amal Fashanu travels to Aurora, Colorado, and speaks to survivors. She also discusses gun laws with
other young Americans, and whether James Holmes should face the death penalty.

Free Speech Mentorn BBC3

3 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Lve panel/topical discussion program for young people. Editing VTs and inserts for programs 1-3, completed grade
and sound mix, and set the visual style for the openings and graphics for the series.

Behind Rebel Lines: UK Uncut Current TV Current TV

30 min Documentary
Journalist Andrew Mueller explores some of the largest and fastest growing protest groups in the UK today. This
episode focused on UK Uncut, and the actions of one of its youngest members, 16- year-old Anna Mason.

Richard Corrigan On Food Poverty Current TV Current TV

60 min Documentary
Program from the “On” series, celebrity chef Richard Corrigan investigates Britain’s growing food poverty crisis.

Making of...Super Size Me Current TV Current TV

30 min Documentary
Behind the scenes look at the popular documentary with its director, Morgan Spurlock.

Bootlegged Booze Northern Upstarts Current TV

60 min Feature Documentary, Editor and Colourist
Investigative journalism film about the dangers of fake illegal alcohol that is flooding Britain.
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50 Docs to See Before You Die Current TV Current TV

60 min Documentary
Five part series presented by Morgan Spurlock, featuring interviews with directors, critics and those involved with
the films. Shown in both the US and in the UK.

Rolf on Welsh Art Mentorn BBC1

60 min Documentary
Cutting down on this series about Welsh Art, presented by Rolf Harris. Rolf goes personal journey to discover more
about four artists inspired by Wales and its people.

BBC World Class Open University BBC 2012

60 min Documentary
Edited pieces about Bosnia and Ghana for the BBC “World Class” series made in conjunction with the Open
University.

Dom’s On the Case BBC 1 BBC 1

45 min Documentary
Five part series in which Dom Littlewood investigates serious problems in the NHS. Episode 4, “Eye Care”.

The Culture Show BBC2 BBC 2

5 x 60 min Documentary
Prime time series about current art and culture events in Britain. Programs: DeKlein and Sterling - Piece about
radical conceptual artists DeKlein and Sterling. David Simon - Interview with David Simon, creator of the hit TV
drama ‘The Wire’. Klimt and Freud - The art of Gustav Klimt as viewed through the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud.
Mitchell and Webb - Interview with comedians David Mitchell and Robert Webb to introduce series two of their
programme “Peepshow”
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Feature Films

The Serengeti Rules Passion Pictures Cinema Release

90 min Drama
Exploring some of the most remote and spectacular places on Earth, five pioneering scientists make surprising
discoveries that flip our understanding of nature on its head, and offer new hope for restoring our world.
Director: Nicholas Brown

Al Maysles: The Poetic Eye Zef Productions BBC4

30 min Documentary
Storyville celebrates the work of documentary pioneers Albert and David Maysies.
Director: Luke Holland

Battle for Haditha Channel 4 Films

90 min Feature Drama, Second Editor
Two months spent in Jordan editing on location and managing the Arabic translators to fully complete translation of
all rushes and sourced the music for the opening scene of the film (“Lies Lies Lies”, by Grammy nominated band
Ministry).
Director: Nick Broomfield
Won “Best Director” prize at San Sebastian.

Even Trade N'Site, G-Han Films

90 min Feature Drama, Editor
Childhood friendships mean nothing when money and power comes into play.
Director: Mike Merrill

Stevie Kartemquin Pictures

90 min Feature Documentary, Assistant Editor
Director Steve James returns to rural Southern Illinois to reconnect with Stevie Fielding, a troubled young boy he
had been an ‘Advocate Big Brother’ to 10 years earlier.
Director: Steve James
Official Selection at Sundance and theToronto Film Festival, Grand Prize Winner of the Amsterdam International
Film Festival

The Rest of Your Life Possessed Pictures

90 min Feature Comedy, Assistant Editor
It's Friday afternoon, and Dave McGuiness has a problem. Last night, his longtime girlfriend, Karen, told him that
she wants to get married. She'd like an answer by Monday, but Dave's not sure he's ready to propose.
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Under the Bus Atom Bomb Productions

90 min Feature Drama Assistant Editor
Worked with editor Steven Flynn to prepare timelines and all EDLs for film conform and working with the
conformers for 35mm film print delivery.
Director: Ashby Richardson

Music

Pink Floyd: The Endless RIver
60 min Feature Film
The Endless River is the visual accompaniment to Pink Floyd’s 2014 release by the same name. It is a 60 minute
abstract art exploration of the past/present/future and the micro and macro cosmos. Release in November 2019.
Director: Ian Eames

Googoosh Music Academy Unique TV Manoto1

60 min Documentary
An Iranian version of The X-Factor. This music/talent series, featuring Persian pop idol Googoosh, combines
elements of programs like The X Factor and The Apprentice, incorporating auditions, team and individual
competition, challenges and behind the scenes...and it's 100% in Farsi. This job included script writing, music
sourcing, overseeing story arcs across 10 episodes and coordinating between 7 edit teams and translators.

George Clinton and Parliament Funkadelic Somethin’ Else Productions

90 min Concert Film
George Clinton and P-Funk performing at the 2008 Meltdown festival.

Placebo: Androgyny Focal Point TV

60 min Documentary, Camera
60 minute DVD documentary on rock act Placebo.

Muse: Manic Depression Focal Point TV

60 min Documentary
DVD documentary on rock act Muse.
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Music Videos

Director, Editor and Camera on the following:

<PIG> Creator of 6 music videos, live projection materials and marketing materials for this long running industrial
band.

Cubanate Creator of all live projection materials for their US tour, Cold Waves, Terminus and WGT festivals, live
video “Oxyacetylene” and upcoming video “Kolossus”.

Future Sounds of London “Origin Flows”, Touched Music

Boards of Canada “November Air”, Touched Music

Chris Connelly “The Tide Stripped Bare”, “Ascension”, Armalyte

Dive “Let Me In”, Out of Line Records

The Eden House “Verdades”, Jungle Records

Cervello Elettonico Collaborating closely with this international artist creating music videos and projection
visuals for use in their live shows at international festivals, such as Infest and Form of Hands and MUK.E

Red Sun Revival “The Awakening”, “Mistakes” and “My Child”, Resurrection Records

Desert Mountain Tribe Runway, Membran Records

Capital FM Editor with Turn Buffalo, who provide all online streaming of the Capital FM Summertime and Jingle
Bell Balls, and provide edits of those concerts for broadcast.

'Damned at the 100 Club: 30th Anniversary' concert film, 7 camera shoot and multicam edit.

The Brian James : ”New Rose”, “VIP”, “Crawlin’ My Way Back Home”, Easy Action Records
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Internet and Advertising

Aquaman Editor on promotional and partnership films for this DC film, through Feref Films.

Finding Grilltopial Five part series in which DJ BBQ (Christian Stevenson) takes punters around the globe in
search of the perfect BBQ. It Drew Itself/Ogilvie & Mather.

Guardian Films Editor of many online pieces for The Guardian including the recent Guardian Film Show.

BBC World Class - Open University for BBC Edited pieces about Bosnia and Ghana for the BBC “World Class”
series made in conjunction with the Open University.

BBC GCSE Bitesize Performed extensive editing for the BBC Bitesize website in both the English Literature,
Business studies and Spanish sections.

RDF Digital Put together several pieces for the Renault Channel, working closely with not only RDF Digital but with
members of Renault’s advertising team Publicis.

Shooting Back: Israeli Occupation Filmed by 100 Palestinian Cameras Short film created for Guardian
films by journalist Peter Beaumont about the “Shooting Back” program which puts cameras in the hands of
Palestinians suffering abuse at the hands of settlers and Israeli armed forces.

Absolute Brighton Editor for the online branch of Absolute Brighton magazine, cutting VTs about the glitterati,
people, places, and events that make up the seaside city of Brighton.

Exposure4 Editor, Director, and Cameraperson with this company, which specialises in online video production
for the travel industry including such well-known clients as Kuoni and First Choice.
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